Crash Kills 5 At Davis

WASHINGTON (UPI) — A light plane crashed on a rush to Davis after five people aboard the aircraft were killed. The plane was said to have been bound for a hospital in the area.

JERUSALEM (UPI) — Israeli Foreign Minister Golda Meir and Palestinian leader Yasser Arafat met in Jerusalem for talks aimed at resolving the Arab-Israeli conflict.

MIDWEST PACT REACHES

Heat, Dust Thin Atoka's Crowd To 30,000

Heat, dust and thin Atoka's crowd to 30,000.
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Man Killed In Shootout With Officers

HOBOKEN (UPI) — A man killed in a shootout with officers in Hoboken, New Jersey. The man was identified as a supervisor at a New Jersey foreign exchange office.

Holiday Toll Climbs To 7

Thunderbird Patrolmen Find Body

Thunderbird Patrol officers in Norman found the body of a man who had been missing for several days.

Mercury Ties Summer High

August left with a slight blinding as Oklahoma City broke 100 degrees for the first time since June 15. The city was hit with a heat wave that caused widespread power outages and left many without electricity for days. The National Weather Service reported that temperatures reached 106 degrees in Oklahoma City on August 27, breaking the previous record for the date. The heat wave was caused by a high-pressure system that remained over the state for several days, leading to extreme temperatures and a high chance of wildfires. The city's water supply was stretched to its limits, causing many residents to conserve water and use fans and air conditioners sparingly. The situation was exacerbated by the heat, as the city's water treatment plants struggled to keep up with demand. The high temperatures also caused delays in transportation and construction projects, as work had to be halted due to the heat. The heat wave was finally broken by a cold front that moved through the region, bringing some relief to Oklahoma City.

Man KILLED in Shootout With Officers

HOBOKEN (UPI) — A man was killed in a shootout with officers in Hoboken, New Jersey. The man was identified as a supervisor at a New Jersey foreign exchange office.

Two people were killed in a shootout with officers in Hoboken, New Jersey. The man was identified as a supervisor at a New Jersey foreign exchange office. The shootout took place during a protest by workers who were demanding better working conditions.

Thunderbird Patrol officers in Norman found the body of a man who had been missing for several days.

Mercury Ties Summer High

August left with a slight blinding as Oklahoma City broke 100 degrees for the first time since June 15. The city was hit with a heat wave that caused widespread power outages and left many without electricity for days. The National Weather Service reported that temperatures reached 106 degrees in Oklahoma City on August 27, breaking the previous record for the date. The heat wave was caused by a high-pressure system that remained over the state for several days, leading to extreme temperatures and a high chance of wildfires. The city's water supply was stretched to its limits, causing many residents to conserve water and use fans and air conditioners sparingly. The situation was exacerbated by the heat, as the city's water treatment plants struggled to keep up with demand. The high temperatures also caused delays in transportation and construction projects, as work had to be halted due to the heat. The heat wave was finally broken by a cold front that moved through the region, bringing some relief to Oklahoma City.
10AM - 6PM
OPEN LABOR DAY

1/2 Price
Outerwear Sale

$14 to $23 off.
Fully-assembled, all-steel cabinets

Cool Value
Big 20.3 cu. ft. frostless refrigerator/freezer
handles all your storage needs.

Building Sale
40% OFF

What's new? Come and see.
Caroline Brings Much-Needed Rain

President Picks Hospital Official

Kickers Key In Penn State, Temple Battle

Jimmy, 'Nasty' Roll Into Round Of 16

The Path's Paved For Purcell Running Back

89ers Socked

Fergus Upended In Amateur Final

Memphis' Marshall Calls For Double-Coverage, Too
Montefusco Fans 13

Cey Shuts Down Mets

Baseball

Montefusco Fans 13

Cey Shuts Down Mets

OU Fills Holes In Line

Manning, Humphrey Out

Sports Briefs

Open Results

Reggie A's, Jolt Bosox

Bobcats Again Aim For Playoffs

Pirates Knock Astros

City Judge, Daughter Eye Forest Hills

Race Results

All American At The Gate

PROFESSIONAL AUTO SERVICE

Check These Sale Prices On Professional Auto Service

SALE Lake & Oil Change $29.98

SALE Front & Rear Alignment $59.98

Brakes-Your Choice Disc or Drum Type $19.95

50% LESS than new original equipment belted tires

Glass-Belted Retreads

Frankline Takes Singbird's Place

7 Easy Ways to Buy

GOODYEAR

COWTOWN

BETHANY

NORTH PERRY

MIDWEST CITY

S. WESTERN

NORMAN

EDMOND

OUAL PLAZA

DEL CITY